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FOREWORD The following treatise was
written by the author at my request, for the
purpose mentioned in the first two
paragraphs, and being well fitted by years
of study of both Eastern and Western
Religious systems to undertake such a
commission, she has, in my estimation,
given a most comprehensive view of the
subject. She has taken a most sympathetic
attitude towards the Eastern teaching as
becomes an enlightened soul. Thus the
spirit of this little book is not controversial
in any sense, for we do not believe in
trying to build up our own religion by
casting dirt upon that of other people. We
are just as sure that the religion of the East
is perfectly suited to the people who live
there as that the Christian religion is the
religion for the Western people. Were the
Buddha teaching today and a student from
the West asked his opinion as to whether
he should follow him or the Christ, I feel
sure that he would direct the inquirer to
The Light of the World; and this little book
is therefore sent forth in the hope that it
may show Western students that THEIR
RELIGION IS THE CHRISTIAN, and that
they should leave the Eastern religion to
the Eastern people, while embracing with
their whole heart and soul the religion of
the Christ.Excerpt from the Christ or
Buddha; Religion Comparison Between
Buddhism and Christianity by Annett C.
Rich;THE MYSTERY OF SEXThe
Western Wisdom Teaching also gives a
solution of the problem of sex and its
purpose. The ego itself, contrary to the
generally accepted idea is bi-sexual. This
duality does not manifest as sex in the
inner worlds, but as Will and Imagination,
akin to the Solar and Lunar forces
respectively. During the epoch when the
earth was united with the sun, the solar
forces supplied man with all needed
sustenance, and he unconsciously radiated
the surplus for the purpose of propagation,
but when the ego began to dwell within the
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body and control it, it was necessary to use
part of this creative force to build the brain
and larynx, that man might be furnished
with instruments of self-expression. As the
physical body became upright, the dual
creative force was divided, one part being
directed upward to build the brain and
larynx, the other was directed downward to
build the procreative organs. As a result of
this change, only one part of the force
essential to the creation of another being
was available to one individual, and the
co-operation of another was necessary for
propagation. Thus, man obtained brain
consciousness at the cost of half of his
creative power, but he gained an
instrument by which he could create in the
World of Thought, in the realm of music,
of poetry, of art, and enter into the heritage
of the worlds beauty, and if by this act, his
eyes were opened to the knowledge of
death, of pain, and of sorrow, they were
also opened to the knowledge of his own
divinity, to a knowledge of the law of
sacrifice, of love and of service. Eastern
Occultism teaches the apparent fact of
seperation of sex, but the Western Wisdom
Teaching shows its purpose. THE
MYSTERY OF INFANT MORTALITY
The Western Wisdom Teaching also
logically explains how infant mortality
which has brought so much sorrow and
suffering into the world, is really the
merciful measure of a loving God to
prevent a still greater calamity, that it has
been forced by ourselves, and that there is a
way open whereby we may eradicate this
anomaly and save ourselves the suffering
incident to the departure of those beloved
rays of sunshine which alas, too frequently
leave our hearth cold and desolate. On
account of limited space we can only give
outlines of any subject we touch upon, but
all, and much more, are elucidated in the
laterature of the Rosi-erucian Fellowship,
notably in the Rosi-crucian Cosmo
Conception.Immediately after death a
panorama of the life just ended passes
before the spirit. By contemplation this is
etched into the desire, body, and as the soul
enters the world of desires and...
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Comparison of Buddhism and Christianity - Wikipedia Mahayana Buddhism however, differs on this issue. The
crucifixion of Jesus as a single event in history that acts for the atonement of sins is a central element of Christian belief.
This, however, produces a strong difference between Christian and Buddhist teachings. Buddhism vs. Christianity John Ankerberg Show Buddhist worldview as pertaining to the concept of God, the soul, suffering, and their view of
religious According to the Christian religion God is divine and is This relationship between the external God and the
existence of an eternal,. Can one be Christian and Buddhist at the same time? American Buddhism. Christianity.
Founder, A prince in India, Siddartha Gautama, started Buddhism. He was called Buddha. Jesus Christ, the Son of A
Christian Encounters the Teachings of the Buddha - EMU School Find a comparative study between Buddhism and
Christianity,similarities between on which two religion of Buddhism and jainism have similar or disimilar views.
Christianity : Jesus Christ also preached His ethics as per the golden rule, Comparison of Buddhism with Christianity
- Religious Christ or Buddha Religion Comparison Between Buddhism and Christianity - Kindle edition by Annett C
Rich. Download it once and read it on your Kindle Comparing Christianity & Buddhism by Peter Kreeft Popular
and prolific Buddhist author Thich Nhat Hanh reports in his book, The essential religious truth claims of Jesus and
Buddha differ radically Before comparing the basic teachings of Jesus and Buddha regarding God, First, this view
overlooks significant differences between the two accounts. Jesus and Buddha: Two Masters or One? - Christian
Research There seems to be no significant difference between error (non-moral mistakes) and sin (moral wrongdoing).
Furthermore, many Buddhists even assert that the Ethical Teachings of Christianity and Buddhism - Comparisons of
liberal Christianity and other branches of Buddhism are covered in similarities between Buddha and Christ and the two
religions they inspired. Christ or Buddha Religion Comparison Between Buddhism and Whats the difference
between Buddhism and Christianity? Buddhism is centered upon the life and teachings of Gautama Buddha, whereas
Christianity is Christianity is a monotheistic religion and believes that Christ Is the Son Of God. Differences Between
Buddhism and Christianity Biography Online I would like to explain the difference between Christian faith and
Buddhist faith. of the Dharma had come to dominate the Japanese religious landscape. : Differences Between Buddha
and Jesus Christians often say Jesus Christ was uniquethe story of his life and his teachings were something totally
new. This is There are many similarities between Buddha and Jesus Christ. Before I go Buddhism does not reject other
creeds and religions. Thus Of course, there are many differences as well. Buddhism vs. Christianity Evidence To
Believe Buy Comparison between Buddhism and Christianity essay paper online. Buddhism and Christianity are
different religions with numerous similarities as well as differences Buddhists and Christians worship through personal
confessions, Comparing Buddhism and Christianity Kids of Courage Buddhas clear answer was: I am a man, not a
god Christs clear answer was: so different that we may wonder whether Buddhism can be called a religion at all. he
decided on the Middle Way between his earlier self-indulgence and his Buddhism and Christianity: Buddhist
Teaching or the Bible? Buddhists do not share most of the core beliefs of historical Christianity and many of the less
critical beliefs Through good works (a common liberal Christian belief) or Home page > Comparisons of religions >
here Buddhism and Christianity - Wikipedia How does Buddhism compare to Christianity and the gospel of Jesus
Christ? Buddhists have tried to adapt their religion to the views of people converted from A Comparison of Religious
Iconography - Buddha and Christ A look at the differences and similarities between Buddhism and Both Jesus
Christ and the Buddha sought to reform existing social / religious spiritual aspects and ideas in both Buddhism and
Christianity. and the other two from Buddhist iconography and fully compare them in Catholicism and Buddhism
Anthony E. Clark and Carl E. Olson Friendly Buddhist and Christian encounters are the vogue on some university
campuses. Or, they may maintain a rather odd mixture of both religions, one that is claimed a similarity between Jesus
Christs saving role in Christianity and the : Jesus and Buddha: Numerous Similarities Given these substantial
differences in doctrine the close similarity between Buddhist and Christian Central Spiritual Teachings is perhaps
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surprising! Comparing World Beliefs of Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam ?? Though I would not claim to be a
Buddhist Christian (whatever that may be), I continue What is it about the Buddhist religious worldview as a whole that
I find the full differences between Buddhism and Christianity from a cursory glance at Buddhism vs Christianity
similarities differences - Age of the Sage Upon examination of fundamental Buddhist and Christian beliefs, it quickly
how they compare or contrast with what the Bible, and what Christians believe. The Many Similarities Between Jesus
and Buddha Owlcation Mahayana Buddhism however, differs on this issue. The crucifixion of Jesus as a single event
in history that acts for the atonement of sins is a central element of Christian belief. This, however, produces a strong
difference between Christian and Buddhist teachings. Buddhism vs Christianity - Difference and Comparison Diffen
Differences Between Buddha and Jesus last excerpt, there are ten areas of major difference between Buddhism and
Christianity. The next table summarizes these. In this comparison, every effort has been made to present each religion in
as Is Shin Buddhism the same as Christianity? - Seattle Buddhist Temple You can read Dr. Tans testimony about
his beliefs and conversion by clicking here. A former Buddhists now Christian responds to the claim that one can be
both Some key differences . His own holy nature and laws who among us can save himself and face the all-knowing
and holy God with any degree of confidence? A Comparison of Christian Faith and Buddhist Faith - MIT
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